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◊

With only a few days to go until the start of annual EAA
Convention in Wings Park I trust you have all serviced you
planes, prepared your flight plans and filled in the preregistration form on the eaa.org.za website. It you have not
pre-registered then please do so, before you leave for the
convention, to stand a chance to win a R2,000 prize.
Although we have included an abridged version in this issue
please visit the eaa.org.za website for the latest pilots info
pack before you leave for the convention.
Please don’t forget to fill in your Wings Park indemnity form
before arriving.

Wed 06 August
Chapter 322 Meeting
Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall
Edenvale

Fri 08 to 10 August
EAA of SA National Convention
and AGM
Wings Park, East London

Inside this issue:

◊

Something to do at the Convention: a short fl-away of 20
min from Wings Park. There will be limited places for
about 25 people to fly up to Rexfield airstrip to visit the
historic farming village of Thomas River and the Cape Vulture
Conservation programme run by the local farmers. This is
being organised and hosted by EAA member Reid Wardle, and
you can be sure that it will be most interesting and a lot of fun.
The plan will be to land at Rexfield and then go by local
transport to Thomas River (15 km) and the Cape Vulture
Feeding Programme. A light lunch and talk about the vultures
will be hosted by the farmers of Thomas River. Total time
away from Wings Park will be 2 to 4 hours.
Pre-booking for this fly-away is vital due to limited places - call
Reid Wardle on 082 825 6240 for more details.

Sat 17 August
Grand Rand Airshow
EAA members welcome at the
EAA Auditorium

Fri 12-14 September
EAA Sun n Fun
Brits airfield
Sat 04 October
Vintage and Classic Fly-in
Petit airfield
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- Karl Jensen

I was invited for the 2nd time to fly in a SAPFA Fun Rally with
Mary de Klerk as navigator. The occasion was the 10th Rand
Airport Challenge on Saturday 26 July. I was again amazed at
the steep learning curve that this pastime provides. Mary is of
course well versed in the brand of navigation required with
multiple National Colours from many international
competitions and it was a pleasure to fly with her.

points are severe for a wrong guess - I’m told this might even
incur the lash! The flight is recorded very accurately with a
supplied GPS logger from which the flight is downloaded to a
PC and a printout is supplied to the contestant.

This type of rally is almost addictive. There have been many
entrants from the EAA ranks who have been flustered by the
challenge in the past and have not taking part again. I urge all
How it works; the participant nominates the aircraft speed to members of EAA to take part or take part again - we do have
be flown so that there is room for catching up if one lags
reciprocity with SAPFA who organise the rallies. The Rand
behind the required ATAs or adequate margin to slow down
Airport Challenge was the 99th rally organised, planned and
safely if one has flown too fast. A thorough briefing is given on managed by Frank (Aero Club Board Member) and Cally
the day. Preparations are carried out from supplied maps and Eckard. Certificates and impressive prizes were presented with
the exact times over each check point are given according to
thanks to the generous sponsors. A fun rally specifically
your nominated speed. The check points are printed on the
planned for EAA members is on the cards. I urge you to
1:250 000 topographical charts. It is up to the competitors to
consider taking part for the fun of it and also to reinforce our
draw in and measure the tracks, and make suitable notations ethos of upgrading the flying skills of our members.
such as times, headings and required ATA’s. The discipline of
the preparation is recommended because if you screw up at
this stage you may as well stay on the ground. This discipline is
always a reminder of how one should prepare for any flight
and not simply use the GO TO function of a GPS.
Once one is under way, it is enormous fun that requires total
teamwork and intense concentration to achieve accuracy. To
add to the fun, one is supplied with photos of the check points
as well as a picture somewhere along each leg. The pictures
have to be identified if they are correct or are red herrings.
One has to mark them as identified or incorrect. The penalty
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Fred and Freddie Jacobs join the ranks of Nanchang CJ6A
enthusiasts - Gordon Dyne

After another 30 or so minutes over the dam and the prison
on the Vaal River we returned to Brakpan and after another
couple of low level field inspections for the camera enthusiasts
on the apron, we landed.

Readers will recall the picture in last month’s CONTACT of a
beaming 15 year old Freddie Jacobs receiving a certificate
Back on the apron I didn’t shut down, and waited for Fred to
from Dr Mike Brown showing Freddie to be the first EAA of
advise me through his headphones that he was strapped in
SA’s Young Eagles to pass the online exam. Well done Freddie.
and Freddie was safely on the tarmac. Off we went and after
I first met Freddie and his Dad Fred a year or two ago when
also giving Freddie on the ground some photo opportunities,
they both enthusiastically attended many EAA 322 functions. Fred and I headed off to the Vaal Dam. After a most enjoyable
Fred is actively encouraging young Freddie, one of Fred’s four flight we were running low on fuel and it was time to return to
children and the only child to show any interest in aviation, to Brakpan and touchdown.
pursue his dream. At a fly-in breakfast held at Brits a month
After we had refuelled and put the Nanchang to bed in her
ago I sat with father and son and asked them if they would like
hangar, covered with blankets and kissed her goodnight, we
to come and fly my two ‘beautiful babies’ with me? There was
walked down to the hangar where my Piper Arrow is
only a nano second’s delay before they both answered
hangared. She has been in my stable for more than 14 years.
simultaneously, “Yes please!”
Fred jumped in the back and Freddie sat in the co-pilot’s seat. I
So on Saturday 05 July, we met at Brakpan Airfield. Although I taxied to the holding point of runway 36 and after the run-up
asked Fred to be there about 09h00, he was there with
checks we took off. With a 20 knot head wind, the plane fairly
Freddie at about 08h00. Both men bursting with excitement!
jumped into the air and it took quite an effort to push the
Luckily I had been at the field since 07h00 so my planes were nose down until we had built up sufficient air speed. We flew
ready to go. With Freddie sitting in the rear cockpit of my
over Klip River airfield to Vereeniging and down the Vaal River
Nanchang Dragon, I fully briefed him and Dad, as they would
to the Barrage at Loch Vaal where I was able to point out to
swap seats later on, on all safety issues. After all the exciting
my passengers some of the most beautiful homes to be found
cockpit drills and my man Sandile ‘pulling a dozen blades’,
anywhere in Gauteng. 90 minutes later we were touching
Freddie and I taxied out to the holding point for Runway 36.
down once more at Brakpan after yet another stunning flight.
There was little wind and the early morning chill was bearable.
Could there be a better way of spending four hours on a
Freddie’s ‘Go Pro’ camera was recording every movement of
Saturday morning? Fred and Freddie were most grateful, but
the plane and all my errors!
as I pointed out to them it was entirely my pleasure and it was
Bringing in the power gradually and with the nose wheel
absolutely no hardship! I think I loved the flying more than
straight, we roared off and up, up and away into the blue
they did! I also love to encourage such enthusiastic, polite,
Highveld sky. A sharp turn onto my crosswind leg and another well groomed young men who have a passion for flying and I
sharp turn to the right put us onto a ‘low level field inspection thanked Dad Fred for his part in taking son Freddie to so many
of the grass runway 21! We roared over the head of Fred busy aviation functions. It is hard work being a father, as I well
with his camera and pulled up sharply, but not sharply enough know. One’s own interests have to take a back seat for a few
to incur a high speed stall. Once we had sufficient and safe
years.
height I showed Freddie how to fly over Ergo Slimes, past
Good luck, Freddie, with your school studies. As your favourite
Heidelberg, Karan Beef and on towards the mighty Vaal Dam.
subjects are maths and physics, I do not think you will struggle
Once we had left the Terminal Movement Area (TMA) at 7500’
to find a job in aviation, but my advice would be to obtain your
we made a full 360 degree rate one turn both to the left and
degree first. It was my honour and pleasure to have two such
then to the right.
great guys grace the seats of my two ‘beautiful babies.’
Freddie was most surprised, as are most people, to see a
rugby field on the island off Bayshore Marina on the North
shores of the dam. I believe the island is owned by the
University of Johannesburg. The only way onto the
island is by helicopter or boat!
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08 - 10 August, Wings Park, East London

Meals & Refreshments
Friday 08 August:
 There will be a vendor providing the usual fast food
type meals & drinks combos.
 The Border Aviation Club will have drinks for sale in
the evening.
 For Friday evening you will have a choice of a braai
pack or potjiekos.

HELICOPTERS – Please do not land on
the demarcated Helipads as they will
not be used for the duration of the
weekend. Listen to Advisory and follow marshals who will advise where
you are to land in a clearing beyond
‘Taxiway ECHO’.

Saturday 09 August:
 There will be a vendor providing the usual fast food
type meals & drinks combos.
 The Border Aviation Club will have drinks for sale in
the evening.
 There will be a sit down dinner after the Convention
prize-giving.
For all of the above there will be a ticket system to make
purchases, and these will be for sale at the registration desk
on your arrival and for the duration of the Convention.

You must bring tie downs, not only for your good, but for the good of others too.
We don’t want your plane blowing into someone else’s plane.
Please remember;
to fill in the pre-registration form the eaa.org.za website and
submit your wings park indemnity form before you travel

INBOUND FLIGHTS

1) Eastern approach (down the coast from Margate):

1. The East London Special Rules area is on frequency 125.2
and is the area covered 50nm radius centred on VOR ELV.

Routing down the coast from the east at low level (VFR) you
should be on 124.8 until ‘Cebe’ (6 nm past Mazzeppa Bay),
after which you need to change frequency to 125.2 for the EL
Special Rules Area.

2. There will be advisory traffic service provided by ATNS on
Friday 08 and Saturday 09 August.
3. Wings Park radio frequency for Friday 08 and Saturday 09t
August is 120.2.

At ‘Cintsa East’ you should turn inland for Wings Park . Do not
go above 1500’ AGL.
This route is popular with local pilots and can get rather busy
traffic wise, so please keep radio chat to a minimum.
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Co-ordinates
S 32.825662° E 27.836450°
Elevation
1200 ft ASL
Fuel
AVGAS, MOGAS available
JET-A1 (by arrangement only)
Mike Wright 079 251 2737
2) Northern approach (inland from Aliwal North and
Queenstown):
A northerly VFR approach should be done on 124.8 and 1500’
above ground to Ferndale near Stutterheim where one needs
to change frequency to 125.2 for the FAEL special rules area.
Remain below the TMA at (1500’ AGL) and make a radio call
on 120.2 stating your intentions 5 nm from Wings Park. Join
overhead at 2500’ AMSL, listen out for advisory radio, and join
the pattern. Be advised that there are power lines and radio
masts in the area, be vigilant.
3) Westerly approach (up the coast from Port Elizabeth or
Grahamstown):
When at 50 nm from FAEL you must call FAEL tower on 118.3
to get clearance and routing through their TMA and CTR for
destination Wings Park. At Nahoon Dam (5 nm from Wings
Park) you can expect FAEL to change you to the advisory traffic
frequency of 120.2 and you need to be at 2500’ AMSL for
joining overhead Wings Park. Follow the same advice as given
above. Be advised that there are power lines and radio masts
in the area and a constant vigilant lookout should be kept.

advisory radio, keep your eyes out of the window and fit into
the pattern, do 360s away from the field if you are likely to
overtake a plane ahead of you in the pattern. Be advised that
there are power lines and radio masts in the area and a
constant vigilant lookout should be kept.
ONCE ON THE GROUND
Once on the ground take the first taxiway you can and follow
the Motorcycle/Quad with the Follow Me sign, where you will
be allotted a parking space for the entire weekend, if you go
flying during the convention period, you are to return to this
same parking which is exclusively yours for the duration of the
convention.
Fuel will is available and you will be advised how to route to
the fuel bay by marshals. Payment method will be by way of
Credit & Debit Cards only - sorry NO cash! ...and guess what?
NO LANDING FEES will be levied!
DEPARTURES from Wings Park



FROM 5 NM OUT
At 5 nm from Wings Park make a radio call to Advisory
service on 120.2 stating your intentions for joining overhead at
Wings Park. Join overhead at 2500’ AMSL.
Remain on 120.2 for landing at Wings Park, listen to advisory
radio at Wings and follow pattern in use by joining circuit in
use at 2000’ AMSL Wings Park is 1200’ AMSL. Listen out for



For the duration of the convention (Fri & Sat) please
listen to advisory for the advised exit route from
Wings Park.
Should you wish to go home earlier than Saturday
evening please listen to the advisory service for the
advised exit route from Wings Park.

On Sunday 10 August when you depart for home base there
will be no advisory service and you should plan to follow the
reverse procedure used for your arrival.
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Even Non-taildragge
were welcome

AN-2 Little Anne
Saturday 19 July - Gus Brown
With approximately 25 aircraft having arrived the
day before our familiar voice on the radio, Bob
Allison, deftly guided another 100 into Nylstoom on
Saturday.
This is perhaps the best collection of ‘real’ general
aviation planes to be seen at any event. From RVs
to classics like the Cessna 195, a pair of Chipmunks,
a Boeing Stearman and various Cubbies. Even nontaildraggers were welcome, but we were asked to
park further down the taxiway away from the
crowds.

The Anim
al

The ‘coolest’ taildragger award went to Little Anne
an AN-2 on its Just Love mission, treating residents
from the local orphanage to a flip.
It was really nice to see the home-grown Sling 2
finally all grown up and flying without its training
wheel.
The Rotec radial powered Explorer named ‘The Animal’ was a
treat to see - an exciting variation of the successful and locally
produced Bushbaby series of aircraft.
I think all will agree that this is how a fly-in should be, with lots
of general flying and free flips to be had for those brave
enough to ask.
Classic taildraggers, a Super Cub and a Cessna 195
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D-day Chipmunk

Modern-day Norseman astounds the
audience at the EAA Flying Legends Talk
Show - Gordon Dyne

Last Thursday 10 July, at the EAA Auditorium
at Rand Airport, a full house with standing
room only welcomed a modern-day
Norseman adventurer and computer
scientist Calle Hedberg. Yet another Flying
Legend.
With weather more suited to the
Scandinavian climes, Calle must have felt
very much at home as he sat in the hot seat
in short sleeves whilst the remainder of us
froze despite our thick flying jackets and similar!

There is too much to relate of this amazing trip to write about
here, but crossing icy seas, fighting inclement weather, landing
Dr Mike Brown, with his usual cool, calm and collected
on remote strips and the warm hospitality Calle received, all
bedside manner, soon put Calle at ease, gave Calle his head
added up to the journey of a lifetime. Of all the stories Calle
and let our intrepid traveller tell the attentive audience of his related my favourite was when he was experiencing engine
recent round the world trip in his South African built Ravin 500 problems (of which in essence he had very few) whilst flying
‘Troll Air’ ZU-XML. The ‘Flying Hobo’ as Calle calls himself
over a river in South America. If he landed in the water he
began flying in 2006 and has only 1500 hours total flying
would no doubt be devoured by piranhas and if he landed in
experience of which 385 hours were flown on his round the
the adjoining forest - jaguars awaited him, and I do not mean
world trip which ended back in Cape Town on the 1st June of the car! That is a real catch 22 situation! However, I am sure
this year.
Calle’s spirits were buoyed by the old Viking expression:
Calle, with his long hair and burly disposition, matched the
Viking warrior to a tee, but this time there was not any ‘rape
or pillage’ - or at least none of which we heard! Early Vikings
earned their place in history as seafaring warriors with a fine
eye for design and a good ear for storytelling. So it was with
Calle. A well designed South African built airplane which fitted
Calle’s requirements perfectly and Calle’s desire to travel, to
not exactly where man has not been before, but alone in a
single engine plane around the world. Covering more than
54,500 nautical miles in such a manner, takes more initiative
and bravery than most people have. What a trip! Mike Brown
did not have to coax many stories from Calle, for once Calle
was in his stride the stories flowed freely. I can conjure up
Calle sitting around a roaring log fire a thousand years ago
telling his grandchildren of his longboat, his fellow warriors
and their adventures desecrating much of Europe. I am sure
Calle will relate his experiences of his recent trip in a similar
fashion in thirty years from now.

‘You can take a Norse to water,
but you can’t make him sink!’
What a wonderful evening! It was approaching 23h00 by the
time Mike closed the proceedings. Requests by Captain Karl
Jensen and Brian Appleton for Calle to write a book on his
adventures rather fell on deaf ears, but most of us would hope
that Calle will change his mind and write what I am sure would
be a best seller!
Thank you Mike Brown, for your usual excellent contribution
as Master of Ceremonies. Thank you Anne-Louise Woods and
Trixie Heron, for braving the cold and sitting there with your
hot water bottles, collecting the admission fees and selling
braai tickets. Thank you Kevin Marsden for keeping the lights
on and making sure all the electric components functioned
perfectly. Finally, thanks to the guys who ran the bar and the
braai. A great team effort. As usual, huge thanks to Jeremy
Woods for continuing to find these Flying Legends. Well done,
Jeremy. Another feather in your cap.
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It was an aviator’s dream... a clear winter’s
day, Sunday 13 July, and the engine of Ivan’s
‘Schaarman’ started up for the first time
since 1976. Yeehah!
It’s been a labour of love for Ivan and Sonica
for the last few years, and their hard work
was rewarded when the Pratt & Whitney
started on the first try as if it was new.
This beautiful plane will be on static display
at the Petit Classic & Vintage Fly-in on
Saturday 04 October.

Another great attendance at EAA Chapter 322’s July meeting
- Gordon Dyne
Despite the distinctly chilly evening, some 129 members and
friends of EAA Chapter 322 came together once more at The
Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall in Dowerglen last Wednesday for the
July meeting of EAA Chapter 322. Was it the delicious soup
and hot rolls that welcomed us or the perpetual never ending
charisma, charm and humour of our Chairman Captain Karl
Jensen that continue to bring in the cream of Gauteng’s
aviators? I know it is the latter, but the soup certainly helped
warm our tummies! Thank you very much Ann Ferreira for the
tasty refreshments and hubby Wally for running the bar as
only he can, assisted by Hayley Hopper.

the forthcoming World Championships. A tearful Sue handed
the mike to Roston who added his thanks to the gathering. He
is a very confident and competent young man who will go far
in whatever field he chooses. Good luck Roston!
Karl once again expressed his grateful thanks to Treasurer
Mark Clulow, Build Project Organisers Kevin Hopper, Marie
Reddy and Nico Brandt, Safety Officer Walter Doubell,
Secretary Stephen Theron and others for their continuous
enthusiasm which keeps the Chapter going.

After a suitable break, the floor was given over to the very
easy on the eye Mary de Klerk accompanied by Frank Eckard.
Mary and Frank have been selected to represent South Africa
in August in Poland at the World Precision Rally
At 19h00 hours sharp, Karl called the meeting to order and the Championships. Mary, sensing that the hour was getting late,
packed hall settled down to the usual formalities. Welcome,
kept her very interesting talk to a minimum, explaining how
apologies, last month’s ‘minutes’, finance, membership,
she had progressed from her PPL and flying friends up and
Auditorium, forthcoming events, Young Eagles, safety, 322
down the KZN coast to participating in Fun Rallies and on to
build project and general were all run through aided and
Precision Flying which was seen as somewhat elitist. Mary
abetted by Karl’s usual humour both live and on the silver
hopes to organise a fun rally for 322 members before the end
screen overhead.
of the year. Thank you very much Mary and Frank for giving us
your time. Good luck to the SA team in Poland. Bring the
It was good to have Safety Officer Walter Doubell back after a
trophies home please.
long leave of absence due to his studying at Potch University.
Walter is now trying to disguise the fact that he’s the oldest
So ended another most enjoyable 322 monthly meeting. The
undergraduate ever to have graced the hallowed halls of
next meeting will be Wednesday 06 August at the same place,
Potch University and to be able to mingle with the young girls, at the same time. This day happily coincides with the 53rd
by growing a straggly beard! No good Walter! If anything a
birthday of EAA National President, the popular and hardbeard makes you look older! Walter gave us a very interesting working Paul Lastrucci. Thank you Chairman Karl Jensen for
talk and slide show on accident statistics. Quite eye-opening. your seemingly endless enthusiasm which never fails to ignite
Thanks Walter. Good to have you back.
the meetings.
Sue Miller and her 17 year old son Roston, the current Junior
World Champion of Radio Controlled Aircraft, took the mike
and thanked 322 members for the some R30, 000 odd raised
to assist Roston to go to America on 15 July to participate in

For more information on EAA Chapter 322 please contact our
wonderful PR lady Trixie Heron on editor@afskies.co.za
Thank you.

CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Gus and edited with love and kisses by
Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike. Remember that this is
your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to Gus (contact@eaa.org.za) or Trixie (editor@afskies.co.za).
Our grateful thanks to all those who regularly support our newsletter and our EAA organisation.
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